Spiral dynamics & facilitating
the creative process
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What is Spiral Dynamics?
Evolution in mankind is natural and worldwide accepted. However, when it comes to
the work environment, managers/ facilitators often do not accept that as the group
changes, he or she may have to find new
ways of working. . Spiral Dynamics is a
way of thinking about the complexities of
human existence and understanding the
order and chaos in human affairs. It explains
deep
forces in human
nature
which
shape our values,
and lays out a
pattern and trajectory
for
change. The underlying idea of
Spiral Dynamics
is that human nature is not fixed: humans
are able to adapt to their environment by
constructing new, more complex, conceptual models of the world, that allow them
to handle the new problems. Spiral dynamics fits very well the idea of Albert Einstein:
“We cannot resolve the problems of our
existence at the same level of thinking
that created them.”
There are eight levels of human beha-viour,
and the important thing is to see that the
style of management/ facilitation suits the
behaviour level of the group.

Life conditions
BEIGE - a state of nature and biological urges /drives;
physical senses dictate the state of being * PURPLE threatening and full of mysterious powers and spirit
beings which must be placated and appeased * RED like a jungle where the tough and strong prevail, the
weak serve; nature is an adversary to be conquered *
BLUE - controlled by a Higher Power that punishes
evil and eventually rewards good works and Righteous
living * ORANGE - full of resources to develop and
opportunities to make things better and bring prosperity * GREEN the habitat wherein humanity can
find love and purposes through affiliation and sharing *
YELLOW a chaotic organism where change is the
norm and uncertainty an acceptable state of being *
TURQUOISE a delicately balanced system of interlocking forces in jeopardy at humanity's hands.

Coping means and neurology
activated
BEIGE instinctive: as natural instincts and reflexes,
direct; automatic existence * PURPLE animistic:
according to tradition and ritual ways of group; tribal *
RED egocentric: asserting self for dominance, conquest, and power; exploitive * BLUE absolutistic:
obediently as higher authority and rules direct; conforming; guilt * ORANGE multiplistic: pragmatically
to achieve results and get ahead; test options; maneuver * GREEN relativistic: respond to human needs;
affiliate; situational; consensual; fluid * YELLOW
systemic: functional; integrative; interdependent; existential; flexible; questioning; accepting; contextual *
TURQUOISE holistic: compassionate; collective
consciousnesses; collaborative energy; interconnected;
experiential

